
Yes, Cal… I’m ready to streamline my productivity and enjoy a formidable 
upgrade to my DIY skills.

Please let me in on Skillwhip’s over 5,000 DIY cheat sheets, videos, and
expert analysis IMMEDIATELY.

Not only will I slash the time it takes me to complete my home projects while making a fraction
of the mistakes… 

 
But with the expert-level guidance of Skillwhip’s Explainers, I’ll experience, time and time
again, the type of personal satisfaction that comes from tightening that final screw.

I will save hundreds of dollars on projects by knowing exactly what to buy and what NOT to
buy…

And I’ll have access to lists of common household alternatives to hundreds of expensive store-
bought items for every single job.

 
Additionally, I know that I don’t need any special skills or training to become the DIY expert
that Skillwhip can turn me into…

 
The only thing I need to do is be able to follow instructions with patience and persistence.

In other words, I just have to want it!

Enjoy INSTANT access, PLUS an entire month to try
it—100% risk-free

The only option for DIY homeowners
who want to get jobs done quicker &

easier

Get Your Home In Order TODAY



           BEST VALUE: 45% OFF AN ENTIRE YEAR! Sign me up for 12 months of Skillwhip—
normally $240—for just $129! This plan gives me unlimited access to more than 5,000 DIY
walkthroughs, with videos, cheat sheets, and expert analysis written in easy-to-understand
English.

           GOOD VALUE: 25% OFF FOR 3 MONTHS! Sign me up for 3 months of Skillwhip—normally
$60—for just $45! This plan gives me unlimited access to more than 5,000 DIY walkthroughs,
with videos, cheat sheets, and expert analysis written in easy-to-understand English at a
discounted rate for 3 MONTHS!

           TRIAL OFFER: I’ll give it a shot. Give me INSTANT access to Skillwhip’s entire library
of content for ONE MONTH. My investment today is just $19.95. I understand I can 
cancel anytime within this first month and receive a full refund.

You’ll find my payment details below…

Please send me an email with my INSTANT ACCESS link as soon as you process my order so I
can start getting more done immediately. 

And I do want it… BAD.

PLUS, I’ll have THIRTY full days to test the waters, risk-free. 

So if Skillwhip and I don’t jive—or if I learn DIY isn’t the life for me—I’ll simply shoot them a 
message and receive a full, no questions asked refund.

My check is enclosed for U.S. $_________ (Make payable to SKILLWHIP INC.)

Please charge my:  VISA  MASTERCARD  AMERICAN EXPRESS 
 

Card #_____________________________________ Exp. ____/_____ Amount $___________

Signature __________________________________ Phone: (_______)___________________

Email address ________________________________________________________________

I’ll go with the…

Here’s how I prefer to pay…


